
Parliament Minutes by CJ 
 

SA Updates -Tanner 
● V2C2 - Vision of the Second Century 
● 100 ideas to improve campus 
● Ideas 

○ Dish drop is not efficient (make an actual flow) 
○ Request to bring back recycling 
○ Compost!! 
○ Parking (self explanatory) 
○ Nap rooms in fondy 
○ Contact Tanner with ideas!! 

 
Bylaw Updates -Dylan 

● Have not been renovated since the beginning of Martel → implementing new changes 
and keeping up with the culture 

● Major changes to bylaws (Gabby will email those out later) 
 
Constitution Updates - Dylan 

● Major changes to constitution (Gabby will email those out later too) 
 
H&D Volunteers - Dylan 

● Leebron is throwing a bougee (bougie?) lunch for H&D and need volunteers for the 
colleges 

● Martel already got all of ours so lit 
 
Social Science Advisory Board - Thresa 

● Ok so Thresa spoke so quickly that I could not keep with her so just ask her about this 
 
Space Requests -Dylan 

●  Study rooms 
○ #passed 

 
Money Requests -Dylan 

● $20 for saturday night movie night - for popcorn and renting the movies - Alex Foster 
○ #passed 

● $300 for theatre - Theatre Committee 
○ #passed 

 



Announcements - Dylan 
● Russell has a new system to reserve rooms on the Martel website 

 
Ideas for Martel -Dylan 
 
Dylan “prounces gif as jif”Dickens 
Gabby “subpar secretary” Falcon 
Russell “Gabby had to use his laptop” Kielawa 
Jacqui “already ate dinner” Lee 
Akhil “proxy” Surapeneni 
Vincent “I hate all of these receipts” Gonzalez 
Eric “proxy” Shi 
Elisa “Proxy” Arango 
Toni “cute sneeze” Smith 
Elliot “facetime” Baerman 
Kevin “proxy” Tracy 
Tim “stayed near the food table”  Marshall 
Matt “proxy” Thibodeau 
Thresa “head of everything social science” Skeslien-Jenkins 
Luke “what if” Conners 
Zach “lol idk” Bodek 
Sarah “pencil skirt” Berton 
Bunt “kitten;)” 
Justin “messed up his own attendance joke” Tang 
Nisha “freaked out over a puppy” Patel 
Sophie “puppy goddess” Clayton 
Connor “asked one question that I can’t remember so I can’t turn it into a joke” Rothschild 
Kyle “polywood” Dickens 
Kush “makes faces at me during parliament” Brahmbhatt 
Tanner “you’re important” Reese 
Angel “proxy” Zhang 
Jake “theatre budget got passed” Reinhart 
Colin “Kevin/Elliot” Losey 
Guillermo “everyone loves you because you provide food” Amtmann 


